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ine oy the sodium, and at thll moment of the separa
tion unites with the mercury to form an amalgam, 
while the sodium combines with the chlorine. The 
presence of a very small quantity of sodium amalgam 
exerts a very favorable influence upon the formation 
of other amalgams, and by its use in the process of 
obtaining gold and silver by amalgamation, considera
ble time is saved and the amalgamation is more com
plete. 

Sodium amalgam is prepared by melting sodium un
der petroleum and introducing the mercury through a 
very narrow glass tube. Both the metals combine at 
once, with a very peculiar noise, and the ama1gam 
hardens to a silver white mass, which, however, must 
be kept under petroleum until it is to be used, to pre
vent the oxidation of the sodium. 

If sodium amalgam is put into a solution of am
monium chloride, it swells to many times its first bulk, 
rises to the surface of the liquid, and is converted into 
amalgam of ammonium, which, however, is a very 
unstable compound, quickly decomposed into ammonia, 
hydrogen and metallic mercury on exposure to the air. 

Other Amalgams. 
Every metal is capable of forming an amalgam with 

mercury, but it is not necessary to mention these in 
detail, as none of them, other than the ones already 
described, is of any technical value. They are all pre: 
pared in a similar manner. Into the solution of the 
pure chloride of the metal in question is introduced a 
corresponding quantity of sodium amalgam. The 
sodium combines at once with the chlorine, and the 
liberated metal forms an amalgam with the mercury. 

Many of these compounds have not as yet been thor
oughly examined, and some of them, as for instance 
the amalgams of nickel, chromium, and cobalt, may 
yet take an important part in industry _Translated 
from A. Kl'Upp, Die Legierungen. 

WITH THE BALTIC FLEET AT TSUSHIMA.* 
By LIEUT. R. D. WHITE, United States Navy_ 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.-The following account is com
piled from information obtained from one who was 
present at the battle. Having no station in battle he 
was selected to observe and record the events of the 
battle. This duty he performed with admirable car.e 
and accuracy. The times of the execution of certain 
maneuvers and the character of these maneuvers are 
indisputable. The range he recorded in each case was 
either measured by Barr and Stroud or was the range 
used by the twelve-inch guns at the time. The courses 
steered were recorded with care. 

The value of his observations lies in the fact that 
he, being a close student of modern naval science, 
looked not for the spectacular in battle but for matters 
of technical interest-matters which bear on principles 
which govern in construction, maintenance, and tac
tics. I regret that I am unable to disclose his name. 
Let it suffice to say that his intelligence, his willing
ness to speak on the subject with honesty and without 
prejudice, his keen appreciation of the military 
strength and weaknesses of ships built and building, 
his power of observation in general and in detail, and 
his mastery of the principles of modern naval con
struction and warfare won my admiration and respect. 

The statements made herein are in no case products 
of my imagination, but are his statements modified 
in construction and arrangement. I have merely at
tempted to bring out each fact, condition, and event 
that affected the final result and is of interest. 

The morning of May 27, 1905, dawned raw and cheer
less on tbe Baltic Fleet as it steered northeast for 
Tsushima Straits. A cold wind blew from the south
west penetrating to the very bones the Russian sailors, 
who, fresh from a tropical summer, huddled around 
the fire-room hatches or sought shelter in some favor
ing lee about the deck. A grayish mist hung chilly 
overhead and shut out clear vision well short of the 
horizon. When the rain fell later in the day it was 
cold and penetrant. Surely this was no day to inspire 
hope in the hopeless. 

And a hopeless band it was. From the day of leav
ing Libau there had been nothing to augur good
nothing but toil, discomfort, and anxiety. No one had 
known what moment the fleet would be attacked. They 
felt sure that the Japanese were warned of every 
move on their part, while of the whereabouts of the 
enemy they could learn nothing. Rumors had placed 
it here, there, and everywhere; but reliable informa
tion could not be had. Just lately it seemed to have 
disappeared from the face of the earth, but they knew 
too well that it was sure to reappear. The question 
was, When, how? There was never a night after leav
ing Madagascar that did not bring· the thought "to
night we shall be attacked by torpedo boats"; never a 
night that did not leave trace of its wearing vigilance 
on thought and spirit. And after all, what was the 
use of vigilance? As a result of their vigilance at 
the Dogger Bank they had been held up to the ridicule 
of the world. It was not u band to hope for victory. 
What they wanted was Vladivostock, safety, and rest. 

Day was just breaking when the Russian leaders 
sighted one of the Japanese auxiliary cruisers loom
ing vaguely through the fog. She remained in sight 
only a few seconds, then slipped silently out into the 
mist and all that remained to remind of her was a 
nervous clicking of the wireless instruments in a code 
that the Russians could not read. It was the message 
going straight to Admiral Togo telling that his days 
of waiting were at an end. In the Russian fleet was 
a ship especially fitted with a wireless set capable of 
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sending messages six hundred miles. Why she did 
not break up this message and all future ones is a 
mystery, and the fact that she did not do so must ever 
stand as a monument to the inability of the Russian 
commander to accept modern conditions. Without in
terference, the Japanese scouts informed their com
mander, not only of the enemy's position, but its 
course, speed, and formation. 

The next ship for the Russians to sight was the 
"Idzumo," which for two hours kept station abreast 
the Russian battleships on the starboard side. When 
she was somewhat within 8,000 yards Admiral Rod
jestvenski ordered the after turret guns of all ships 
trained on her. Somewhat later a Japanese light 
cruiser squadron showed up on the port side; then a 
squadron of old battleships captured from China years 
before. This time all forward turrets were trained on 
the enemy, but as in the former case, the gunners were 
disappointed; the order to open fire never came. When 
one of the old battleships came within 6,400 yards a 
shot was fired from the "Ore1." Whether the shot was 
caused by a mechanical accident, whether it was due 
to nervousness of some pOinter, or whether the tempta
tion was too strong to be resisted, is not known, but 
the natural result followed. Several other ships, 
thinking the Admiral had ordered it, opened fire. Ad
miral Rodjestvenski had not ordered it, however, and 
he soon signaled "cease firing," and further directed 
the fleet not to "expend ammunit.ion to no purpose:' 
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CRUISING FORMATION FORENOON OF MAY 27. 

When sighted by the Japanese scouts, the Russian 
fleet was ill two columns. The first division (the four 
new battleships), followed by some cruisers and aux
iliaries, formed the right column. The second, Folk
ersham's, followed by the third, Nebogatoff's squadron, 
formed the left. Admiral Rodjestvenski's flag flew 
from the "Kniaz Suvaroff." Admiral Folkersham's 
from the "Osliabia," though that officer had died two 
days before. Admiral Nebogatoff's flag was on the 
"Nicolai," and Admiral Enquist's on the "Oleg:' 
Scouts kept watch ahead and to either side and the 
whole armada steamed at about ten knots. During 
the forenoon one maneuver was executed. The speed 
of the first division was increased to eleven knots and 
with this sUperior speed the first division was placed 
at the head of the left column. It may be remarked 
that it took practically an hour to complete this evolu
tion. The fleet now took up nine knots and this was 
the standard speed throughout the battle. 

At noon the first division executed "column right," 
and when the last ship had made the turn executed 
"column left,"* regaining the formation they were in 
before; then, increasing the speed to eleven knots, the 
last ship o·f this division was brought abreast the 
leader of the left column and again nine knots was 
assumed. It was in this formation that the enemy 
was met. 

At lr25 p, M. the combined squadron of the Japan-

ese was sighted a lit1lle on the starboard bow, twelve 
ships in line ahead, standing almost directly across 
the Russian course. It was not difficult to recognize 
them, for every detail of their shapes and rigs had 
been studied from pictures for months. The " Mikasa," 
flying the flag of Admiral Togo, led. Admiral Kami
mura's flag flew from the "Idzuma." A third flag 
flew from the "Nisshin," whose, the Russians did not 
know. Their formation was faultless in its exactness. 

* Officers on tbe st.aff of Admiral Rodjestvenski claimed after the l1attle 
th •• the signat mane for the second step of this maneuver was" ships left," 
which would bave made tbe formation an .. L" In shape, but inasmuch as 
tbe tbree shipo executed" column left" without hesitation. and smce the 
tleet subsequently steamed in the new formation for an hour without any 
attempt being made to correct the error, it can hardly be belieyed that tbe 
formation taken was the resnlt ot a mIstaken signal. 
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Each ship seemed chained to the next ahead; and 
even at that great distance the whole mass seemed 
to sweep with tremendous velocity across the sea. 
Their speed was only sixteen knots, but every Russian 
that watched would have called it twenty. It is a 
delusion that comes to all after a long trip at sea. 

But there was little time to watch. The call to 
quarters brought all to their senses. There was plenty 
to do and surely that flying line of gray lent an in
spiration to haste. If Admiral Rodjestvenski desired 
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the "L" formation in the first place he wished for it 
now with all his heart. He had to get his ships into 
column. That flying column would soon be on his 
flank. Something must be done and done quickly. 
The brilliant hour-long maneuver of the forenoon sug
gested itself to his mind. He would do it again. He 
ordered eleven knots for the first division and inclined 
the leader's course three points to port.* 

This was at 1:38 P. M. The middle of the Japanese 
fleet was directly ahead of the "Suvaroff" and the dis
tance, measured by Barr and Stroud, was 12,000 yards. 
As the Japanese column cleared the path of the Rus
sians the course was changed to the southward till it 
became nearly directly opposite to the original course 
of the Russians; then, judging his time with beautiful 
exactness, Admiral Togo, at 1: 55, countermarched and 
brought his entire fleet into action, opening fire on 
coming to 6,000 yards. As each ship made the turn 
she opened fire on the "Osliabia," which at that time 
was stopped and was an easy target, if a ship six 
thousand yards away may ever be called such. 

The Russian initial maneuver proved disastrous. At 
the end of twelve minutes the "Suvaroff" changed 
course three points to starboard and resumed nine 
knots speed thinking the left column would follow in 
astern of the first division. As she changed course 
the "Suvaroff" opened fire and signaled, "fire on the 
leader of the Japanese column." The "Osliabia" also 
changed two pOints to starboard hoping to fall in 
astern of the "Orel," but she was too far ahead and 
had to stop to avert collision, thus throwing all ships 
astern of her into confusion. Unlucky "Osliabia"! 
Only three shots were fired from her forward turret. 
A shell struck the embrasure beneath one gun and, 
exploding, jammed the gun in extreme elevation and 
lifted the top of the turret. It will be remembered 
that the "Osliabia's" armor belt extends no farther 
forward than the forward turret; consequently when 
two high explosive shells struck on her water-line 
near the bow, they found soft spots. Each made a 
hole of tremendous size and the inrush of water 
brought her rapidly down by the head. Three more 
shot holes in the forward part let in more water and 
when water began to enter through the gun ports of 
her three-inch battery the port shutters were found 
bent and twisted and could not be closed. A twelve
inch shell struck an armor plate on her water-line 
amidships, loosening the bolts. A second shell strik
ing the same plate caused it to fall off. A third shell 
striking where the plate had been, opened a tremen
dous hole in her side and her doom was sealed. She 
left the line with her forecastle completely submerged, 
the water filling her holds with a roar, but as she 
turned she fired a parting shot from her after turret, 
a token of undying spirit.-a fling of defiance to the 
detested "monkeys." For a while she lay on her side, 
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her funnels just clear of the water; then slowly cap
sizing, she sank at 2: 52 P. M. A torpedo boat went to 
the rescue but was unable to save more than a small 
part of her crew. 

As the Japanese battleships passed ahead of the 
"Osliabia" she was left to the care of the armored 
cruiser squadron and their fire was concentrated on 
the leader of the column, the "Suvaroff." At 2: 05 the 

* As to discrepancIes that appear m recorded times. it mllst be explained 
tbat at noon tbe time on AdmiraL Rodjcstvenski's flagship was eet ahead 
tbirty minutes without sl,:(n81 to the rest of tbe fleet. The remainder of 
the fteet retained the oLd time, wbich was about twelve mmutes sLow ou 
Jal)snese time. Certain events are recorded as occurrillg' at rhe moment it 
was observed that tbey bad occurred, and the times were sometimes simply 
estimated. Tbe tImes quoted here are those of the Russian fleet exclUSIve ot the SnvaroJf. 
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"Suvaroff" began to suffer terribly from the fire and 
changed course four points to starboard, hoping the 
Japanese could lose the range, then 5,000 yards. Seven 
minutes later she reverted to her old course. The 
effect of this maneuver was disconcerting principally 
to her own gunners. The old maxim, "It is more 
dangerous to run away than to charge" seems proven. 
On August 10, the year before, when the "Retvisan" 
charged the Japanese line she was hardly hit at all. 
All the shots went over her. This day as the "Suvar
off" ran she received her worst hurt. The effect of 
this concentrated fire on the "Suvaroff" is indescriba
ble. There was literally a rain of shells upon her. 
The lieutenant commanding the forward turret was 
struck in the neck by a flying fragment which almost 
severed his head from his trunk. As he was carried 
below another shell struck him, practically cutting 
his body in two. Early in the action a shell entered 
the embrasure in the forward turret exploding and 
igniting several bags of powder. The roof was blown 
completely off and landed on deck, leaning against 
the turret The conning-tower was hit repeatedly. Ad
miral Rodjestvenski was wounded in the head by a 
fragment and rendered unconscious. All the plating 
above the armor belt forward was shot away nearly as 
far aft as the turret, causing her to resemble a moni
tor. A fire burning on her quarter-deck caused the 
plating to settle, cutting off access to the compartment 
just below the upper armor deck which was used for 
an operating room. At 2: 25 she left the line, ablaze 
fore and aft, unable to withstand longer the terrific 
bombardment. Even then she was not entirely secure; 
she was doomed to receive further punishment later. 

The "Alexander III." led the column after the "Suv
aroff" fell out and she in turn received the fire of the 
entire Japanese fleet, which by this time had drawn 
ahead until the tactical advantage was tremendous 
(see position of 'Heets at 2:30). The whole fleet could 
concentrate on the leader of the Russian column with 
a range varying only from 5,100 to 5,600 yards while 
the rear ships of the Russian column were completely 
out of range. In addition to this the brown powder 
used in the big guns of the "Na¥arin," "Nachimoff," 
and "Nicolai" enveloped themselves and the ships 
astern of them in smoke and restricted their fire. To 
drive on in the face of these odds meant certain de
struction for the "Alexander III." At 2: 30 she turned 
east, the ships astern following in their turn. While 
this maneuver relieved her for the moment, each of the 
next few ships as it turned the knuckle received the 
full effect of the Japanese fire. 

The fog at this time seemed.to thicken and this with 
the smoke from the burning Russian ships practically 
hid them from the view of the Japanese. When a ship 
could be made out the Japanese fired on it, but there 
was no concentration of fire at this time. 

The number of fires that broke out on board the 
Russian ships about this time is remarkable, consider
ing the fact that woodwork was limited in accordance 
with modern theory, especially in the construction of 
the four new battleships. Thirty-four different fires 
broke out on the "Orel" during the day. There were 
three different fires in the hammocks stowed just for
ward of the bridge, the smoke in each case driving 
all occupants from the conning-tower. Hawsers caught 
fire easily and were difficult to extinguish. The smoke 
from one burning abaft the forward bridge once more 
drove all hands from the conning-tower. Being con
fined by the boats on the skids the smoke was drawn 
into the forward fire-room by the blowers and this 
compartment had to be abandoned. It filled the port 
forward 6-inch turret with smoke which penetrated to 
the lower decks; and there the crew, believing that 
an explosion had taken place in the turret and that 
the fire was spreading to the magazine, abandoned 
their stations and were just beginning to fiood the 
magazine when the turret officer, attracted below by 

Their whereabouts were followed principally by the 
flashes of the guns as they fired. They had drawn 
well ahead. Even the last ship of the Japanese col
umn was ahead of the Russian leader, and in the fog 
the way of escape to the rear of the Japanese colum. 
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was most inviting. At 2: 50 the "Borodino" put her 
helm to starboard and ran to the northward, the ships 
astern following in turn. If the Russians had counted 
on escaping unobserved they had failed to consider the 
glaring yellow color of their smoke pipes, which stood 
out like beacons in the fog. The Japanesll had seen 
the movement as soon as it commenced and two min
utes later the six ships of their main squadron swung 
in unison left about and advanced in pursuit. The 
armored cruiser squadron, passing inside, duplicated 
the maneuver and followed the main squadron. 

t 
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At 2:58 the captain of the "Horodino," seeing the 
possibility of being caught with the whole Japanese 
fleet athwart his bow, turned to the eastward once 
more, and the fleets passed each other steaming in 
opposite directions. The "Orel" was selected as the 
principal target. In six minutes she was struck twelve 
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the failure in ammunition supply, saw and arrested 
the act. Whenever a shell struck armor plate bits of 
burning paint flew in every direction, most dangerous 
to exposed persons; and at 2: 40, when the "Alexan
der IlL" fell out, her whole side was ablaze. It was the 
war-paint burning, and the blaze was not extinguished 
till the greater part of it was burned off. The red 
lead beneath the war-paint did not burn, however, and 
she came out of the fire as red as if -she had bean 
freshly leaded. 

The "Borodino" now led the column, continuing to 
the eastward. The gray color of the Japanese fleet 
was so well in keeping with the grayish fog that they 
were scarcely discernible from the Russian position. 

times with 12-inch shells and thirty or forty times 
with 6 and 8 inch shells. To realize the terrific eff,ect 
of this shelling one must consider that a shell filled 
with Shimose powder is really a small torpedo; that 
each 12-inch shell Irtriking an unarmored portion 
and exploding made a hole seven feet high and six 
feet wide; that the fragments of these shells were 
minute particles that filled the air like driving mist; 
and that a dense black smoke settled down after each 
explosion blinding and suffocating all in the viCinity. 
The decks of the "Orel" were surely no play-ground at 
that juncture. One sailor is known to have been 
struck one hundred and thirty times by fragments 
from a single shell. A single shell, entering a gun 
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port on the "Sissoi Veliki," set fire to the paint and 
she left the line at 3: 20, one whole side of her battery 
deck ablaze. After extinguishing the fire she fell in 
again at the end of the column. 

At 3: 19 the Japanese main squadron executed "ships 
right about," and the cruisers after passing did the 
same thing, bringing the fleet into its original forma
tion, steaming to the eastward. 

The "Alexander III." resumed her position as leader 
of the Russian column while the fleets were steaming 
in opposite directions, and as the Japanese advanced 
to the eastward she gradually eased off to the south
ward till 3: 40, when she again headed east. 

At 3 :30 the "Suvaroff," which had been steaming to 
the eastward at about seven knots, broke through the 
Russian column apparently unmanageable, passing 
astern of the "Apraxsin." She was easily recognized 
by the ships near by, but appearing thus toward the 
Japanese line, and with only one mast and one funrrel 
standing, she was mistaken by the Russian ships near 
the head of the column for one of the "Matsushima" 
class, and was fired on by them. At 3: 40 she was at
tacked by the Hirose flotilla but these boats were easily 
driven off by the Russian ships near by. Then, as the 
Japanese fleet swung by, she was subjected once more 
to their concentrated fire. Thus battered by friend 
and foe she staggered back across the Russian line an 
utter wreck, only to be fired at once more by Russian 
guns. It is safe to say that not more than one of her 
guns could work effectually when Suzuki's flotilla 
found her at 4: 45. In this practically defenseless state 
this flotilla, and another under F'ujimoto, succeeded in 
striking her four times with torpedoes and she sank; 
but not until 7: 10 P. M.--<a record that speaks well 
for her design and builders. 

(T'o be continued.) 

[Continued [rom SUPPLEMENT No. 1590, page 25<171,] 
TINNING.-II. 

POLISHING THE SHEETS. 

FOR some purposes, where it is desirable that the 
tin plate should have a fine appearance and a high 
luster, the sheet iron, before tinning, is passed between 
rollers, called polishing rollers, and with this one man
ipulation, the tin coating, on the perfectly smooth sur
face, will usually be bright enough. If this is not the 
case, the finished sheets, before being polished with 
chalk, are passed between smooth rollers, under strong 
pressure, and acquire in this way, with the chalk pol
ishing in addition, such a brilliant reflecting surface 
that they may actually be used for mirroril. 

The German method of tinning is very well adapted 
for giving a coating of tin to utensils made from sheet 
iron by stamping or pressing. To do this, the articles 
are pickled, just as in the case of the sheets, scoured 
with sand and immersed in a tin bath, which has a 
film of zinc chloride floating on top. The bath is of 
ordinary, impure tin, warmed to 509 deg. to 518 deg. 
F., thus about 86 deg .. to 95 deg. above the melting' 
point of tin. The leavings of previous tinning opera
tions are generally utilized for this purpose. 

The articles are left in the first bath for five or six 
minutes, then brushed with a scratch brush to remove 
any little balls or knobs of tin, dipped into pure tin, 
brushed again, and completed by a third dipping into 
pure tin. 

The heating may spread the seams of vessels made 
of several pieces, and such must be tested in water; 
if they leak, the seams are closed with pure tin applied 
with a soldering tool. 

THE MECHANI(;AL METHOD OF TINNING. 

The process of tinning, as performed by hand, is 
laborious, and necessarily imperfect, because lacking, 
to a certain degree, in uniformity; and many inven
tions have been made with a view to substituting ma
chine work. Pickling and scouring machines have 
been constructed, and mechanical contrivances for put
ting the sheet through the tin baths. It is, in fact, 
not very difficult to construct apparatus, with the aid 
of which almost all the processes of tinning can be 
satisfactorily accomplished without recourse to hand 
labor, always slow and therefore laborious. 

Pickling Machines.-lThe pickling of the sheet iron 
is very effectually done by an apparatus consisting or 
a wooden trough about 13 feet long, and two rollers. 
The trough holds the pickling fiuid, dilute sulphuric 
acid. One of the rollers inside it is even with the top, 
the other one is set lower down. Over both are ad
justed cylindrical rubber bands, in such a way that 
when one roller is set in motion the other is turned 
by' friction. Tightly-stretched hempen cords may be 
used in place of the rubber, but are not as good. 

The sheets to be pickled are laid upon the lower 
roller, and this is made to revolve in such a way that 
they are moved by the bands toward the upper roller. 
If the acid bath is strong (1 : 2) one revolution of the 
roller is enough to pickle the sheets perfectly. From 
the upper roller they are slid on to an arrangement of 
rubber bands stretched over horizontal rollers, and 
carried away, to be cleansed from adhering acid by 
having water dashed over both sides; or else they are 
dropped into a large vessel filled with water. 

Tinning Machines.-The tinning apparatus construct
ed by Girard is on the same principle as the pickling 
machine, the sheets being carried through the bath by 
a mechanical arrangement. The accompanying illlus
tration shows the construction. The tin is in a shallow 
pan, P, made of cast iron or heavy boiler plate, with 
an uneven bottom, as seen in the drawing. A vessel, C, 
in the form of a quarter cylinder divides the pan, 
filled to the height shown with melted tin, into two 
parts. 
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